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Abstract 

Murphy et al. (2022) raised concerns regarding the validity of the Four-Item Mentalising 

Index (FIMI). We wholeheartedly agree with Murphy et al. that there are problems in the 

social cognition literature hampering research. However, we maintain the FIMI is 

conceptually grounded in empirical and theoretical research, and that concerns regarding its 

construct validity are overstated. Drawing on recent research, we also discuss issues 

concerning the interpretation of discriminant validity analyses and discuss approaches to 

improve objectivity in future research. Overall, we argue that the FIMI is a conceptually and 

psychometrically sound measure, which has utility in future social cognition research and 

clinical practice.  

 

 

Public significance statement 

We discuss a recent critique of a new mentalising measure, the Four-Item Mentalising Index 

(FIMI). We agree there are issues within the social-cognition literature, but argue that the 

criticisms put forth about the FIMI are overstated. Using recent literature to support our 

arguments, we maintain that the FIMI is a valid, reliable, and valuable new tool for 

measuring mentalising.  
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We developed and validated the first self-report measure of mentalising ability, the 

Four-Item Mentalising Index (FIMI; Clutterbuck et al., 2021). Concerns regarding the 

conceptual underpinnings and validity of the FIMI were raised by Murphy et al. (2022), 

stimulating broader discussion about measuring social cognition. Here, we draw upon on 

Murphy et al.’s paper to reiterate the utility of the FIMI, as well as advance discussions about 

social cognition theory and measurement in light of the recent research.  

Murphy et al. argue that inconsistent use of terminology and conceptualisations of 

social-cognitive constructs have created challenges in social cognition research. We agree 

with this argument, and the inconsistent conceptualisation of whether mentalising 

encompasses the understanding of affective (emotional) states as well as cognitive (non-

emotional) states is a central problem in this literature. Murphy et al. claim that our 

conceptualisations of mentalising and cognitive empathy are too narrow, ignoring overlap 

between the affective and cognitive elements of these constructs. Yes, mentalising was 

traditionally thought to have a cognitive and an affective component, which underpins 

Murphy et al.’s thesis. Critically, however, newer research suggests that the affective 

component of mentalising is conceptually synonymous with cognitive empathy (e.g., Preston 

et al., 2020; Schurz et al., 2021). A large body of research now supports a distinction between 

[cognitive] mentalising and cognitive empathy at the conceptual (e.g., Reniers et al., 2011), 

biological (e.g., Sebastian et al., 2012; Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2010), and behavioural (e.g., 

Torralva et al., 2015) levels. Preston et al. (2020), for example, argue that mentalising tasks 

which have emotional content are in fact measuring cognitive empathy. Modelling the 

relationship between mentalising and cognitive empathy, several authors have suggested that 

mentalising is a prerequisite for cognitive empathy (e.g., Sebastian et al., 2012; Shamay-

Tsoory et al., 2010), supporting the notion that mentalising may be measured independently 

of cognitive empathy, but not the other way around. 
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Murphy et al. also argue that a distinction between mentalising and cognitive empathy 

is unlikely to be made through self-report measures. However, self-report measures can allow 

for the careful regulation of emotional content, and therefore a more controlled investigation 

of these separable constructs. As the first validated self-report mentalising measure, the FIMI 

provides an opportunity to investigate research questions such as these, i.e., quantifying 

common and unique variance between self-reported mentalising and empathy. Further, our 

item selection method, which employed the judgements of four expert raters to identify items 

without emotional content, were crucial to ensure the validity of the FIMI with respect to the 

mentalising construct. Murphy et al.’s claim that we used “eyeball judgements” to select 

items grossly misrepresents the methodological rigour and quantitative elements of this 

approach (e.g., high inter-rater reliability). Indeed, we propose that such an approach, not 

commonly used in the field of social cognition research, might be useful in future research 

when developing self-report measures. In a similar manner, Murphy et al. also understate the 

importance of the statistical methods used to psychometrically validate the FIMI, including 

its reliability. Such analyses are often not performed as thoroughly in the field of social 

cognition research, and offer significant advances for the validation of novel social cognition 

measures. Hence, we maintain that the FIMI represents an important, not redundant, advance 

to psychological assessment in this field. 

In contrast to this approach, behavioural measures of mentalising, which Murphy et 

al. imply are superior to self-report measures, often conflate emotional and non-emotional 

content. For example, the Movie for the Assessment of Social Cognition (MASC; Dziobek et 

al., 2006) quantifies emotional and non-emotional social cognition scores, yet it does not hold 

constant emotional and non-emotional content. While social-cognitive self-report measures 

have the same limitations as all self-report measures, they also have practical advantages, and 

their flaws are arguably more constrained and transparent than problems in behavioural 
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measures that can be harder to detect (e.g., putative social-cognitive tasks measuring domain-

general cognitive mechanisms; Heyes, 2014). Self-report measures are also better able to 

capture individual differences and measure typical rather than optimal cognitive function 

(Dang et al., 2020). In developing a self-report measure of mentalising, we avoided adding to 

the “arms race” (see Gernsbacher & Yergeau, 2019, p. 109) of behavioural mentalising 

measures that are overly complex, unsuitable for online data collection, and often measuring 

lower-level cognitive processes (e.g., Heyes, 2014; Quesque & Rosetti, 2020). The primary 

motivation for developing the FIMI was so that it can be used to collect very large samples of 

online data, without sacrificing the range of individual variability captured by the scale, 

which has been difficult to achieve with existing measures. Together, in the face of this 

important contribution, Murphy et al.’s (2022) claims that the FIMI adds nothing to existing 

social cognition measures are overstated.  

Murphy et al. also raise other concerns regarding the construct validity of the FIMI. 

They suggest that findings showing that autistic people score significantly lower on the FIMI 

than non-autistic people do not support the measure’s construct validity, as lower scores in 

autistic people would also be expected in relation to empathy. Surprisingly, however, they 

neglect the literature showing that empathy is increasingly considered to be intact in autism, 

despite ongoing mentalising atypicalities (see Livingston & Happé, 2021). Indeed, there is a 

large and burgeoning literature suggesting that mentalising difficulties in autism are more 

pronounced than empathetic difficulties (e.g., Brewer et al., 2015), which effectively speaks 

against Murphy et al.’s concern about the construct validity of the FIMI.  

 Similarly, Murphy et al. raise concerns about the validity of using the refined RMET 

(Olderbak et al., 2015) to demonstrate convergent validity with the FIMI, given that this 

measure has an emotional component. We recognise Murphy et al.’s concerns regarding the 

emotional content of the RMET stimuli. It is to be emphasised that the refined RMET has 
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acceptable psychometric properties, mitigating the most serious concerns associated with the 

original RMET (e.g., Olderbak et al., 2015). It is also particularly suitable for online data 

collection and there are few behavioural measures of mentalising and social cognition that 

have been psychometrically validated as well as this recent measure. Nonetheless, the 

concerns raised by Murphy et al. regarding the abbreviated RMET further highlight the need 

for better online mentalising measures, which would enable us to collect larger and more 

representative samples of data, as well as access clinical participants who may not wish to 

participate in-person (see also, Livingston et al., 2019). Since the publication of the FIMI, an 

online version of the Frith-Happé mentalising task has been developed (Livingston et al., 

2021), which shows promise to advance online data collection using behavioural measures. 

However, there is a long way to go in addressing challenges in the field given the well-

documented issues with behavioural mentalising measures correlating weakly with each other 

(e.g., Warnell & Redcay, 2019) and showing poor construct validity (e.g., Heyes, 2014). 

Until these issues are addressed, establishing the validity of novel mentalising measures 

remains a serious challenge as there is a paucity of theoretically grounded tasks to validate 

new measures against. Overcoming this issue is not straightforward, especially given that the 

structure of social cognition is not yet fully understood (e.g., Schurz et al., 2021). To this end, 

given its conceptual and face validity, we expect that the FIMI will contribute to the 

refinement of existing or development of novel behavioural measures of mentalising.  

Murphy et al. argue that correlations between the FIMI and other cognitive empathy 

measures are too high and speak against the FIMI’s discriminant validity. Crucially, however, 

assessing discriminant validity requires close consideration of theoretical underpinnings, 

common method variance, and other contextual factors (Clark & Watson, 2019; Rönkkö & 

Cho, 2022). Notably, “a moderately small correlation between measures does not always 

imply that two constructs are distinct, and a high correlation does not imply that they are 
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not” (Rönkkö & Cho, 2022, p33). In line with this recent literature (Clark & Watson, 2019; 

Rönkkö & Cho, 2022), we argue that the theoretical grounding of our mentalising construct 

provides a clear distinction from cognitive empathy to assuage fundamental concerns about 

the FIMI’s construct validity. Further, the strength of the correlations between the FIMI and 

cognitive empathy reported by Murphy et al. are likely to be a result of i) similar methods of 

measurement used between variables (questionnaire measures using similar or identical 

Likert scales),  ii) an expected and acceptable degree of overlap between the constructs, and 

iii) duplicate data between variables in Murphy et al.’s dataset which may have inflated the 

correlations, leading to a misrepresentation of the strength of the relationship between the 

FIMI and cognitive empathy. Similarly, Murphy et al. argue that, because the FIMI items do 

not form a latent factor within the cognitive empathy subscale of the measure from which 

they were adapted, the FIMI is simply redundant to the measure of cognitive empathy. 

However, a clear-cut distinction between the FIMI’s items and the remaining items from the 

measure of cognitive empathy was never expected through data driven discriminant validity 

analyses (as we noted in Clutterbuck et al., 2021), due to the shared method variance and 

conceptual overlap. Rather, the FIMI items were necessarily selected through a close and 

theoretically informed examination by expert raters, to reflect the clear-cut conceptual 

distinction between mentalising and cognitive empathy. Taken together, we argue that the 

FIMI should not be considered redundant with the cognitive empathy measures used by 

Murphy et al. Rather, we suggest that Murphy et al.’s results be interpreted in the appropriate 

theoretical and methodological context.  

 On a final note, Murphy et al. claim that similarity in the correlations between 

cognitive and affective empathy, with the correlations between the FIMI and affective 

empathy, show that the FIMI does not measure a distinct construct from cognitive empathy. 

This appears to be based on the assumption that cognitive empathy is conceptually closer to 
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affective empathy than mentalising. However, Murphy et al. do not cite compelling evidence 

to support this assumption. And empirical findings, in non-clinical samples, do not show 

stronger correlations between cognitive and affective empathy, when compared to 

mentalising and affective empathy (e.g., Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2009), speaking against 

Murphy et al.’s claims. Similarly, Murphy et al. argue that significant correlations between 

the FIMI and personality traits in their data speak against the measure’s construct validity, 

since, they claim, such relationships are not often found with behavioural measures of 

mentalising. This argument, like others put forward by Murphy et al., shows a selective 

reading of the existing literature. Behavioural measures of mentalising have shown similar 

relationships with personality traits (e.g., Vonk et al., 2015), including agreeableness (Nettle 

& Liddle, 2008), and there are several potential explanations for this. Stronger mentalising 

ability may enable individuals to be more agreeable through having better social skills. 

Alternatively, people who are more agreeable may be more motivated to attend to the mental 

states of others, thereby enhancing their mentalising skills (Nettle & Liddle, 2008). It would 

be of interest to elucidate the nature of these associations in both future research and clinical 

practice which, again, the FIMI should help rather than hinder.  

Overall, we thank Murphy et al. for reiterating some important issues within the field 

of social cognition, including the inconsistent use of terminology and the various, sometimes 

contradictory, models of social cognition. These issues, together with recognised 

inconsistencies in the construct validity of social-cognitive measures (e.g., Quesque & 

Rosetti, 2020; Warnell & Redcay, 2019), are a major problem in the field, discussions of 

which are already ongoing elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Happé et al., 2017). It is clear that 

the structure of social cognition is not yet fully understood, but research continues to advance 

our understanding of the in(ter)dependence of social-cognitive constructs (e.g., Schurz et al., 

2021). Therefore, as the first self-report measure of social cognition to separate mentalising 
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from empathy based on emotional content, the FIMI offers an important contribution to the 

measurement of social cognition. The FIMI is especially designed to improve understanding 

of the relationships between affective and cognitive socially relevant processes in people with 

clinical conditions, like autism. 

In future, Murphy et al. argue for discriminant validity tests to be a “non-negotiable 

requirement” of test development. However, for this to happen, there first needs to be closer 

consideration of how to interpret discriminant validity analyses in the context of theoretical 

and measurement similarity between constructs. As Murphy et al. note themselves, whether a 

correlation coefficient is too high or too low is generally up to the interpretation of the 

researcher, and it is critical that methodological and conceptual overlaps are considered in 

this interpretation. Evaluating conceptual similarity between constructs is particularly 

important for social-cognitive abilities because these are frequently found to relate to various 

social and psychological factors; for example, personality (e.g., Vonk et al., 2015), socio-

demographics (Dietze & Knowles, 2021), and political beliefs (Hasson et al., 2018). To 

maximise objectivity in interpretations of convergent and discriminant validity, we suggest 

that researchers more carefully focus on overlaps between social-cognitive constructs at 

several levels of explanation, such that discriminant validity analyses can be interpreted in 

their appropriate context (see also, Happé et al., 2017).  

 Altogether, we agree with Murphy et al. that there are fundamental problems within 

the social cognition literature, however the FIMI will do more to overcome than exacerbate 

this problem. Our careful choice of conceptual terminology, suitably drawing on theoretical 

frameworks across multiple levels of explanation (e.g., biological to behavioural), and the use 

of robust statistical methods are firmly grounded in recent developments in psychological 

assessment. We therefore argue that the FIMI will make a unique and valuable contribution 

to both psychological research and clinical practice, given its i) close conceptual alignment 
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with current theories on mentalising and social cognition, ii) robust psychometric properties, 

and iii) practical utility in online or time-restricted settings.  
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